
 

Carleton Condominium Corporation No. 264 

Minutes of Condo Board Meeting on Wednesday, August 26, 2020 
 

Present by video or tel.: Eric Auger, Claude Durocher, Jennifer Goldstone, Michelle Richards 
(CIPM), and Nadia Freeman (CIPM) 

 
Location of meeting: teleconference due to social isolation requirements of pandemic 
 
  ACTION  
1. CALL TO  

ORDER 
 

 Meeting began at  6:32 pm 

2. APPROVAL  
OF AGENDA 
 

 Agenda approved. Motion moved by Eric      
and seconded by Claude. 
 

3 APPROVAL OF 
JULY 21 
MINUTES 

 Minutes approved as written. Motion moved      
by Eric and seconded by Claude. 
 

 
4.  GENERAL BUSINESS 
 
4.1 Board Vacancy CIPM/  

BOARD 
 

An Information Certificate Update was sent      
to owners on August 25, notifying them that        
Matt Castiglia had been disqualified as a       
board member since he had not sent his        
disclosure form.  
 

4.2 Reserved Parking 
Spots 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

No update from the July meeting, other than        
CIPM sent a form for owners to provide        
information on their parking spot’s number:  
 
In July, we noted that Michelle was talking        
to the owner of 39B about her cars and where          
she parks them. She seems to be using spot         
32, but denies it. Michelle is waiting to hear         
from her. She has another spot for her once         
her spot can be sorted out. 
 
CIPM will ensure that those parking illegally       
will be issued a notice to move their car or          
they will be ticketed. 

4.3 Pool  CIPM/  
BOARD 

There is some confusion around the roles of        
H20 and Pool Works, and how the pool        
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 would be maintained (by Pool Works). In the        
end, Pool Works asked to winterize the pool        
early (communicated with CIPM instead of      
with H20, which had the contract). As for        
our dissatisfaction with pool maintenance,     
the company says it was not obligated to        
keep the pool from going green and that it         
did its regular maintenance. Nadia will      
negotiate a reduction in the amount of the        
invoice. We agreed to look for other       
contractors next year. 
 
As for the vote on the future of the pool,          
CIPM will keep the proxies from last       
meeting and hold a virtual meeting. It may be         
at the same time as the AGM. 
 
Michelle to look into talking to a pool        
consultant about converting to salt water or       
UV filter. We have one quote already to        
convert to salt water – new pipes will be         
required in addition to the conversion.      
Michelle will get one or two more quotes,        
e.g., Mermaid, Campbell, Splash. We also      
wondered about creating a splashpad.     
Another suggestion is to reduce the pool       
opening hours to Friday-Sunday to reduce      
costs.  
 

4.4 Roof Repair- Block 
782 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Michelle said Alex (Keller) could not make it        
the week of July 24 due to a family         
emergency. Michelle was waiting to hear his       
new date. He was planning to use OCS’s        
ladder. Need to pay Keller $1,500 to inspect        
it and confirm that the chimney sidings have        
been replaced and any other deficiencies      
corrected. The Board agreed that since this       
has dragged on so long, there may not be any          
need to inspect – we would have noticed        
leaks if there were problems. Michelle will       
cancel this order. 
 

4.5 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

The pole was installed and all lighting repairs        
are done.  

4.6 Painting CIPM Greg Collins said he was delayed and will        
start in late August ($18,419.00) for the       
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following: balconies/posts block 782, 766,     
762, 758 - 1 coat - carport 770 - 2 coats           
metal paint - scrape/prep/prime as needed -       
paint to match existing unless otherwise      
specified by customer Includes all paint,      
supplies and labor, primed as needed. It was        
agreed that he could do the older blocks this         
year (see order above) and some in the spring         
since it is getting cold.  
 
It was agreed at a previous meeting that the         
residents of each block and carport will be        
given 5 days notice of the work to be done.          
Balconies also will need to be cleared. 
 

4.7 AUDIT/AGM CIPM/ 
BOARD 

There were delays by the bank, but audit is in 
progress. Mark at the auditing firm is on 
holidays and his colleague was supposed to 
follow up with TD to get GIC information 
the week of August 25. Draft audit is 
expected soon.  
 
The Board agreed to hold the AGM on 
November 3. Will do it by Zoom. CIPM has 
been training on Zoom (chair and host). 
CIPM will ask Yawar (bilingual) to chair the 
meeting. Cost is $450 + $75 an hour after the 
first hour. CIPM’s cost to chair is $200. Will 
hold a mock AGM first. Need to pass a 
bylaw with owners to hold meetings 
electronically and by phone and to vote 
electronically. The board reviewed the draft 
in July. Might need to hold the pool meeting 
and AGM meeting at the same time. 
 

4.8 Gutters / Trees CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Hedge trimming was completed and trees in       
yards were removed.  
 

4.9 Siding Deficiencies  CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Some board members walked around 762      
and 766 and saw MANY deficiencies. Some       
of these things may have been missed in the         
cool spring when doing a walkabout. Others       
are already listed deficiencies that were      
never addressed. Eric has 50 or more photos        
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that he shared with CIPM and the Board.        
Michelle will send the photos link to Alex        
and Justin and set up a meeting. Among the         
deficiencies are missing strapping, gaps on      
corners, white piece instead of grey … The        
Board agreed that these deficiencies were      
terrible. Claude wants to do a walkaround       
with Keller.  
 
Doorbells have been addressed.  

 
5.  FINANCIAL REPORT 
 
5.1 A/R Aging 

Summary 
CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Units in arrears are: 44A in lien position        
(close to $9,000, plus interest and lawyer       
fees). Michelle will ask the lawyer at what        
stage the lawyer can write to him about        
Power of Sale. 30A is paying now. 85B was         
paid. 88A shows as owing, but it is not         
correct. Payment has been made. 14B – can’t        
reach the owner – parking needs to be paid. 
13A is expected to be paid – waiting for         
confirmation from lawyer. 
 

5.2 Finances CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Notice sent to owners to avoid high water        
consumption. We are trying to keep costs       
down. 
 

 
6.  OTHER BUSINESS 
 
6.1 Roof Replacement 

754 and 798 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Keller advised that OSC will replace the 754        
roof when the siding is done. Date to be         
determined. Change order to siding contract      
has been done. The 798 roof will be done as          
soon as possible, e.g., mid-September.     
Michelle will let the Board know when.       
Michelle will notify those who need to move        
their cars. 
 

6.2 Williams 
Landscaping and 
fence repair 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Ryan is willing to repair the fence that was         
damaged at the southeast corner of block 786        
(Unit 42A) due to snow removal at least a         
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year ago. He is supposed to give a date to          
complete by end of September. 
 
Also noted bent and signs that had fallen        
down (now in the office). The board agreed        
that if Ryan couldn’t complete the repairs       
within 2 weeks, a contractor would be hired        
and Ryan would be charged. 
 
Always Growing will repair damages to      
siding at base of north side of 782 and west          
of 788 block due to whipper-snippering.      
Also noted 778 and 786 damages.  
 
We noted the challenges of doing repairs       
while siding is in progress. Michelle will ask        
OCS to look at it. Might take a while.  
 

6.3 Siding Project  KELLER/ 
CIPM/OCS 

Block 750 has started and OCS is finishing        
754. 

OCS is aware of deficiencies on pool house        
(fix electrical outlets, vents, etc.), but is       
aiming to get the bulk of the siding done and          
look after these details by the end of the year.          
Michelle will ask them to complete these       
minor things sooner. 

 
6.4 CLV tenant issues CIPM Michelle asked CLV again to update on       

tenant information. It seems that residents do       
not receive condo rules. Michelle noted these       
updates on two tenants: 
 
57A -- tires were removed from entry. 
58A – no hose was seen, so not an issue.  
 
 

6.5 Speed Bumps CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Waiting for a contractor’s quote on a       
permanent asphalt speed bump between     
blocks 794 and 786.  

6.6 Condo Office/ 
Electrical Panel/ 
Bathroom Taps 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

DEFERRED: We will revisit after the      
pandemic. 
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6.7 Parking lot issues 
  
 
 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 
 

 

Always Growing is filling the pothole by 770        
for $350 + HST and fixing the sewer where         
it is caved in on the west side of the parking           
lot, where Natasha parks. Notice to be given        
to Natasha and others who park near there –         
13A and 13B.  
 

6.8 Electric 
Vehicles 

CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

DEFERRED: This item will be revisited in       
the long term as part of bollard replacement        
planned in the Reserve Fund Study. Item to        
be removed from next minutes. 

6.9 70B crack in roof CIPM/  
BOARD 
 

 

The unit is now empty and Keller checked        
on July 21. Levett was asked for a quote.         
Corporation will repair. Michelle is still      
waiting for the quote. 

6.10 Cleaning and  
Capping of  
Decommissioned 
Chimneys, dryer  
vent cleaning 

CIPM/  
BOARD 

 

Mr. Drouin has completed the work and will        
provide a final report. 
 
He noted that some dryer vents were       
covered by soffits. Once Michelle has Mr.       
Drouin’s report, she will get quotes for       
repairs. 
 
Also noted that 31B refused to have the        
capping sign mounted on the fireplace in       
accordance with the fire code. Letter to be        
issued to the owner once report is received,        
noting that she refused to have the plaque        
installed (a safety measure), and that she       
will be held responsible for any future       
damages. 
 

6.11 Lighting CIPM/ 
BOARD 

A lot of the lights (bulbs and/or fixture) are         
not working at Block 758. We gave up on         
trying to get Keller and Dominion to fix.        
We agreed to buy bulbs and replace them.  
 
Claude and Michelle discussed what     
lightbulbs to order (NOT the econo bulbs       
from Home Depot). Have to be daylight       
5,000K bulbs. They are supposed to be       
good for 15,000 hours. We can expect to        
replace bulbs every two years. Nadia      
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suggested that Michelle buy them from      
Buchanan Lighting. 
 
85B and 55A lighting issues have been       
fixed.  
 

    
6.12 Repair of asphalt  

paths where ice  
builds up 

CIPM/Board CIPM requested a quote from Rick for       
damages to 762 asphalt. Rick did not       
respond. The Board suggested that Always      
Growing be asked to quote. It will be        
charged to Dominion. Dominion had said it       
wanted to do it itself, but the Board agreed         
that this has gone on too long. Michelle will         
give them two weeks to do it, or else         
someone will be hired. 
 

6.13 Spring Walkabout CIPM/Board CIPM completed the spring inspection the      
morning of May 6th. Michelle is reviewing       
priority list and will share it with us. Some         
things are now done (steps, landscaping,      
infractions). Others are not a priority, but       
will be done eventually. Michelle sent      
infraction notice for 64B BBQ; however,      
they continue to BBQ so Michelle will send        
another notice. She will also send a notice to         
the owner of 65A décor on wing wall.  
 

6.14 Hanging Flower  
Baskets 

CIPM/Board New siding on 25A has a plant hook now         
screwed into it. Michelle met with the       
owner and said Levett will remove hooks       
and seal it. Owner will be charged. 
 
Another unit (14A) has put something on       
the new siding. Michelle will look into it. 
 
As for the nail issue under Eric’s window,        
Dominion fixed it.  
 

6.15 Hedges behind Block
766 and 762 

CIPM/Board Cedar hedges were trimmed, except for      
hard-to-reach places, e.g., by neighbour’s     
shed. 
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6.16 Complaint by  
Owner (762-1A) 

CIPM/Board As noted at June meeting, the owner of unit         
1A is complaining that people are walking       
in front of her unit and then down a path to           
the bike path. She feels that the people are         
trespassing. Michelle sent an infraction     
notice to the owner. She also explained to        
the owner that this is a common area and         
she has to stop telling people not to go         
there. No further complaints.  

6.17 Garbage Issues CIPM/Board The garbage situation is improving, but at       
increased cost to the corporation. Now      
doing twice-a-week pickups of bins in front       
of 790 and 802 at close to $700 a month.          
OMS comes twice a week to clean around        
bins. When there are large items, Michelle       
calls Always Growing to pick up. Cost       
depends on what they pick up. Watching for        
invoice (within $400 range).  
 
The Board recently discussed a second      
video surveillance quote and decided to      
defer a decision until cost-saving measures      
could be made, e.g., possible future closure       
of pool. 
 
The Board wondered if we still needed the        
Regionex contract for rat control, i.e., rats       
were an issue when we had sheds, but now         
they may not be taking the bait in the traps          
that we pay for monthly. The metal bins        
might make the traps redundant. Michelle      
will talk to Regionex about this and let the         
Board know. 
 

6.18 Bikes CIPM/Board No update at this time: In June, we 
discussed a previous initiative for owners to 
tag bikes by a certain date. After that date, 
abandoned bikes will be cut off and 
disposed of. Michelle said she could send a 
notice to owners to indicate within 30 days 
if they want to keep their bike there, put a 
ribbon or something on it. If bikes are not 
claimed, then a metal collector will be 
asked to remove them.  
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6.19 S. 98 agreements CIPM/Board Michelle will send a draft modification 

agreement for approval. The form would be 
saved on file, signed by owner and board. 
The change has to be registered on title.  
 

 

 

 

 

7.  NEW BUSINESS 
 
7.1 Dog issue 54A CIPM Michelle investigated a complaint against     

54A for barking dogs, number of dogs,       
filthy yard, etc. Michelle and CLV met with        
the tenant. The yard and the unit were in         
deplorable condition. The tenant started     
cleaning the yard. CIPM issued an      
infraction notice. CLV is issuing a notice to        
the tenant. CLV and CIPM to inspect again.        
The stench is the main cc264 issue. The        
City of Ottawa inspected and will provide a        
report in regards to the legality of the dogs         
and deal with the owner of the dogs.        
According to condo rules, the tenant has       
one dog too many. The tenant says the        
puppy is being picked up this week. As for         
the complaint of dogs occasionally running      
loose and into 53A’s yard, the Board said        
that if the 53A owner was in the midst of          
danger, she should have called the police.  
 

7.2  29B and 30B pigeon
Balcony issue 

CIPM/Board Pigeons are nesting under the balcony      
divider. Michelle will follow up with the       
owner of 30B to clean out the pigeon nest         
and block off the entry point with painters        
tape. 
 

7.3 Fluid dripping from
Soffits above 20A 

CIPM/Board Brownish goop is dripping from soffits      
above the 20A door when there is a lot of          
rain. Michelle will follow up with the owner        
of 20B. Might be an issue of standing water         
or dog urine on the balcony (not flowing on         
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a slant). Also, a very repulsive smell.       
Michelle will seek to inspect the balcony,       
before opening soffit to see what the issue        
is. 
 

7.4 Support post – 37A CIPM/Board The post that is rotten in 37A still hasn’t         
been replaced. Michelle will follow up with       
Levett. 
 

7.5 42A parking space CIPM/Board CIPM will note that 42A owners are using        
spot 142, but it is not the spot on their          
declaration. Unit is for sale, and purchaser       
should be aware that 142 is not theirs.        
Michelle will check which spot belongs to       
42A. 
 

7.6 Slanted garbage  
Bins? 

CIPM/Board Michelle is waiting to hear from the City        
about other options for garbage bins, e.g., a        
slanted one that is easier to reach. 
 
We also wondered about magnetic signs to       
post on garbage bins about not leaving large        
items. Eric will email Michelle some      
information. The original signs from the      
former garbage sheds are in the pool house. 
 

7.7 Park signs about  
dogs etc. 

CIPM/Board The two signs in the park about animals,        
etc. are faded and unreadable. Both need to        
be either repainted or replaced. Michelle      
will look into it. 
 

 
Meeting adjourned at 8:45 pm  
  
The next Board meeting is scheduled for September 23, 2020 at 6:30 pm. 
Via Telephone Conference: Join by Hangouts 
Meet 
 Or by phone (number to be provided)  

  

Minutes Approved: _________________________ 
August 26, 2020 _________________________ 

 


